
We have been designing

and assembling Quality

electronics for over 30

years



WHO WE ARE

Bologna 1982,

TEBO starts as a design and

production company of

electronic boards and

equipment, promoting values

such as Ethics and Sustainability

on the market, with the quality

of the best technological Made

in Italy.

Our goal is to provide a service

that satisfies our customers at

360°.

A team of over 30 employees

that is always trying to grow and

improve.



WHAT WE DO

Design and / or assembly of

all types of electronic boards

and equipment, in SMT and /

or THT technology, always

keeping our design,

production and testing

equipment up-to-date as well

as the collaboration of

primary level suppliers and

partners.

We create "tailor-

made" solutions,

what the customer

wants



DESIGN

After feasibility analysis, the design

of an electronic device requires a

careful and accurate research of

components.

In this phase, the choice SMT or

PTH comes into play according to

expected quantities and the

management of after-sales

product.

The present and future availability

of components is therefore a key

point, as its functional efficiency.

Our research and development

department, attentive and

constantly trained on the new

technologies in the market, is

available to evaluate customers' 

 problems and ideas.



ASSEMBLY

We select and use raw materials

and components with the best

quality standard, meeting our

customers needs and using the

most recent automatic

production equipment.

In addition to our own testing

equipment for functional or in

circuit testing or owned by the

customer, we develop dedicated

test benches if necessary, 

This translates into a quality

service aimed at the "zero

defect" final goal on products

that leave our production.



WHO WE DO IT FOR

Ours are not just customers but real

partners, with whom a lasting and

effective collaboration is built over

time.

The sectors in which we operate are

many:

- Industrial automation

- Telecommunications

- Automotive

- Home automation

- Renewable energies

- Biomedical equipment

- Nautical industry

- Equipment for sanitation

- Railway

- Textile industry

- Other sectors

We are always looking for new

professional adventures to improve

our know-how and face increasingly

stimulating challenges.



HOW DO WE DO IT

Our Quality Management

System allows us to

continuously plan and monitor

production processes to ensure

quality production and a precise

analysis of customer

expectations and needs.

The full and constant

satisfaction of loyal customers

and the conquest of the trust of

new ones is ensured through

the continuous improvement of

the effectiveness of our

processes, technical assistance

and the creation of customized

and performing products.



WHERE WE DO IT

We previously talked about

sustainability and our workplace

embodies this important value.

We wanted to work in a building

that consums almost exclusively

the energy it produces, with an

ecological impact close to ZERO.

So in 2008 we opened one of the

first Italian structure with these

characteristics.

4000 square meters on which

our offices and production area

extend, with the most advanced

and technological automatic

equipment, constantly updated

to meet every customers needs.

HOW TO CONTACT US

TEBO Spa

Via Palazzetti 22 F/H/I/L

40068 – San Lazzaro di Savena (BO)

Ph. +39 051 4999811 - Fax +39 051 4999840

eMail: info@tebo.it - www.tebo.it

You can also find us on Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube


